My dear Spencer,

May the devil fly away with your postal authority. I posted papers containing accounts of lecture at the Adelaide G.P.O. at 10.30 on Friday morning. They had not reached you at noon on Saturday. I intended to write but poor Todd kept me fasting about until nearly 10 clock for the remainder of the day. Sings too busy. Thence to bed you in a furious letter that he had promised to recommend me,
for the first Sutelab vacancy near
the City, I do not quite trust the
old Chaps memory so if ever you
drop across London you might
mention the matter to have made that
same journey to get near London.

Old Ways labour made me feel
misereble in his way, he telled these
one in just the same style. I was
glad when he moved off the platform.

Newman, York, was fit to drop
when I stood up for my introductory
remarks but as soon as these were thrown
off my chest the legs was unlocked.
I finished myself together so really got along
well. So everyone says. The audience gave
me a splendid reception & I did my
level best to keep their attention. The
Evening Journal said it was the most
interesting lecture ever delivered in
the
From Bell. April 13th. Gent. had an interesting note during my May holiday which I deeply regretted that he did not come in time to attend. There could not have been a better beginning of the meeting than could only bring it to a close of itself. Perhaps since 1877/8 have I known the writer to speak at all. He had been long on the old school. I have not made acquaintance with many of the students which had been in the more than anything else I am. The life of The Telegraph. Today I read their letters concerning them. I was going to repeat to Anderson how his cylinder as his friends, he is not now connected with any one. He has a big house in which he calls his friend. He is a good friend to Mr. Wright as well. He told him that the cylinder has a great deal of work. He was to make them something. I am just manoeuvring on the evening that he had improved to be better than the regular ones. He made them with a consultation as usual. If only you would adopt any suggestion of planning a lecture or me to help any of these present in the next cylinder. The evening it would be a pleasure. Allow you of the students which you might find most for entertaining, I shall be found at that. I am thought of 96 miles. Starting to write. I will therefore rise here. My own to let you a few days to see you up to one of the enclosures at the Autumn Camp. For coming in one word, what a splendid mode of taking. I the hour you must have enjoyed yourself.

Mans. 1st May. F.C.